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Character Ties builds resilience in children through 
the creation of a bracelet to remind them of what 
makes them unique, combatting challenges of self 
doubt. 

Character Ties is a hands-on classroom activity for 
primary school children to construct individual 
bracelets with guided instruction. The activity 
encourages children to showcase and highlight 
their personal strengths through beads that 
correlate with a friendly character design, building 
the confidence to proudly display their differences 
through their hand-made creation.

Research has shown that young children require 
more strategies to positively reflect and express 
their unique qualities. Many primary school aged 
children require encouragement to embrace 
what sets them apart from each other in the 
educational environment.

Character Ties will achieve this by engaging 
them in entertaining tasks that involve them in 
reflecting on their character, aiming to eliminate 
the unwelcome state of feeling ‘different’. The 
activity can be returned to at any stage to add 
to or alter their bracelet as they wish, using 
the provided loom and following the simple 
instructions. A corresponding classroom poster 
will encourage children to positively strengthen 
their traits throughout primary school with tips 
from each character. Character Ties will foster 
resilience in children through building strong 
and secure identities to combat experiences of 
self-doubt, with each bracelet acting as a visual 
reminder of their own unique and growing traits.

Stellar likes to...
Answer questions in class
Wear their best smile
Challenge themselves

Trusty likes to...
Listen to friends’ worries
Be someone others 
can count on

TrueLee likes to...
Play games fairly
Always tell the truth

Giggler likes to...
Tell a joke to a friend 
Try to make people laugh

Cloud Nine likes to...
Recognise their strengths
Be grateful for what they have
Think of their glass as half full

  likes to...

Push through moments of doubt
Finish the tasks they are working on

Never give up

Tough Cookie likes to...

Try something challenging
Work hard at what they do

Stand up for others

Skipper likes to...
Try something new
Put in 110% effort
Rise to the challenge

Cherish likes to...
Compliment someone
Share their feelings
Comfort others

How can we embrace 
what makes us special? 

Highflyer 

Reflection Time
How many character tasks did you practice this month?

Which one have you worked on the most?

Which characters do you feel most like this month?
Has this changed from last time?

Do you want to add or remove any beads 
from your bracelet?


